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Recent developments in shareholder demands 
on executive remuneration 

2010-2017

“Executives are paid overgenerous, 
Supervisory boards are too lenient”

• Cap on total remuneration

• Stricter requirements for which 
companies can be included in benchmark 

• Short term and long-term incentives

• Malus and claw back provisions

• Limitations on sign on bonuses and 
severance pay (no golden parachutes)

• Shareholding requirements

• No discretion

• SMART goals

• Transparency on goals (also amounts) 

PHASE 1

Stronger focus on performance and 

measurability
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Phase 1 Example: checklist ISS



Recent developments in shareholder demands 
on executive remuneration 

2010-2017

“Executives are paid overgenerous, 
Supervisory boards are too lenient”

• Cap on total remuneration

• Stricter requirements for companies 
included in benchmark 

• Short term and long-term incentives

• Malus and claw back provisions

• Limitations on sign on bonuses and 
severance pay (no golden parachutes)

• Shareholding requirements

• No discretion

• SMART goals

• Transparency on goals (also values) 

PHASE 2

Attention for long term value creation and 

stakeholder interest (ESG)

PHASE 1

Stronger focus on performance and 

measurability

2017-

“Companies pay too much attention to the short 
term and shareholder interests”

• Remuneration should be clearly linked to 
strategy

• Stronger voice of employee, attention for gap 
between executive and employee remuneration 

• Inclusion of non-financial  (ESG) goals

• Supervisory board interacts/listens to all 
stakeholders (shareholders, employees, 
customers, society, EB)

• Consideration of new remuneration models: 
fixed salary plus shareholding (Norges)?

• Larger vote shareholders in approval 
remuneration policy and report
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Phase 2: Holistic approach remuneration policy

Link to

strategy

Stakeholder

Perspective

Internal

alignment

External 

Compete-

tiveness

• Company purpose

• Company strategy

• Companies 

used for 

comparison

• Target 

position vs 

median

• Shareholders

• Customers

• Employees

• Public/ politicians

• Executive Board

• Schemes

• Structure

• Pay-ratio
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Key dilemma’s “phase 2” remuneration system

• Which key performance indicators to choose?: 

• Meaningful and strategic “non-financial” kpi’s? Relative importance?

• Number of kpi’s?

• How to set credible long-term targets in an increasingly volatile world (throwing darts)?

• How do you balance the different perspectives? What if a company is not doing well 
financially, but scores high on the non-financial (ESG) targets?

• Do you reward the performance of the company or the performance of the management?

• What if the “mechanistic outcome” of the remuneration system does not reflect the true 
performance?
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Discussion thesis

“Phase 2” remuneration systems and detailed shareholder checklists/prescriptions don’t go 
together, they should be replaced by a more holistic assessment and a true dialogue between 
board and shareholder (advisor)”
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